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Chapter-12 (The economic indicators and the nature of the economy of Bangladesh) 

Revision Worksheet 

On 

Full Chapter 

 Short Question: 

1) What is GNP? 

2) In how many ways GNP can be measures?  

3) What do you mean by GDP? 

4) Explain with example the difference between GNP & GNI. 

5) Explain the per capita income with formula. 

6) What is the per capita income of Bangladesh in 2017? 

7) How many sectors are there in the economy of Bangladesh? 

8) What is the main indicator of economic development of any country? 

9) The nature of economy is dependent on what? 

10) What is the main reason of economic backwardness of Bangladesh? 

11) What is the density of population in Bangladesh according to the census 2011? 

12) Which country is the largest market of export goods of Bangladesh? 

13) What is the main characteristic of underdeveloped country? 

14) Explain the five wider sectors of national economy of Bangladesh. 

15) Classify the countries of the world on the basis of per capita gross national 

income. 

16) Describe the characteristics of the economy of Bangladesh. 

17) What are the significant of obstacles to the economic advancement of 

Bangladesh? 



18) Describe the steps taken in agriculture to overcome the obstacles. 

19) Describe the steps taken to eliminate the social obstacles. 

20) What is economic development? 

21) What is economic growth? 

22) “Growth and development are not the same” Explain with example. 

 

Creative Question: 

Country Characteristics 

A High rate of saving, capital formation and investment, 
high standard of living, controlled population and 
developed human resource. 

B The gradual development of agriculture, development of 
infrastructure, decrease in unemployment, reduction 
dependency of foreign aid. 

 
a) What is GDP? 1 
b) How can we measure the GNP of a country? Explain one aspect.  
c) Most of the characteristics of Bangladesh economy resembles with which of the above 

country? Explain its characteristics.  

d) How can our country be turned into country ‘A’? 


